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   Law and the Borders of Belonging in the Long 
Nineteenth Century United States 

  For more than a generation, historians and legal scholars 

have documented inequalities at the heart of American law 

and daily life and exposed inconsistencies in the generic cate-

gory of “American citizenship.” Barbara Young Welke draws 

on that wealth of historical, legal, and theoretical scholarship 

to offer a new paradigm of liberal selfhood and citizenship 

from the founding of the United States through the 1920s. 

 Law and the Borders of Belonging in the Long Nineteenth 

Century United States  questions understanding this period as 

a progressive narrative of expanding rights, revealing that it 

was characterized instead by a sustained commitment to bor-

ders of belonging of liberal selfhood, citizenship, and nation 

in which able white men’s privilege depended on the subject 

status of disabled persons, racialized others, and women. 

Welke’s conclusions pose challenging questions about the 

modern liberal democratic state that extend well beyond the 

temporal and geographic boundaries of the long nineteenth 

century United States. 

 Barbara Young Welke is Associate Professor of History 

and Professor of Law at the University of Minnesota. She is 

the author of  Recasting American Liberty: Gender, Race, 

Law and the Railroad Revolution, 1865–1920  (Cambridge 

University Press). 
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    New Histories of American Law 

   Series Editors 

   Michael   Grossberg    , Indiana University
      Christopher L.   Tomlins    , University of California-Irvine    

  New Histories of American Law is a series of bold, synthetic, 

and path-breaking interpretive books that will address the 

key topics in the fi eld of American legal history, written by 

the leaders of the fi eld and designed for scholars and students 

throughout universities, colleges, and law schools.    
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 This book began almost a decade ago not as a book but 

with an invitation from Michael Grossberg and Christopher 

Tomlins to write an essay for  The Cambridge History of 

Law in America . Editorship is its own craft. It requires being 

able to read less than fully articulated and often confl icting 

ideas expressed in muddy, disorganized, incomplete prose 

and see the potential, and then, through equal parts ques-

tioning, probing, seeing, encouraging, and where necessary 

redirecting, to help an author to fully realize and express 

her ideas. Mike and Chris bring all these skills to editing. 

They responded to more long, refl ective emails, read more 

versions of the essay and then the book, and welcomed more 

follow-up phone calls than any author would have a right 

to ask. At every stage, they offered support, pushed me to 

be clear about what I was saying, and challenged me where 

they were unconvinced. It is with the deepest respect and 

gratitude that I acknowledge their knowledge, skill, support, 

and friendship. 

 Mike and Chris got me into this thing and helped me see it 

through, but I could write  Law and the Borders of Belonging  

only because of the original archival work and scholarly 

articles and monographs of the many scholars who came 

before me. “All works of history are in a sense collaborative 

endeavors, for no matter how original, they necessarily build 
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on previous scholarship. This is even more true for books, 

like [this], based largely on secondary literature. My greatest 

debt is to the legions of American historians on whose work 

I have relied.” Eric Foner opens the acknowledgments of  The 

Story of American Freedom  with these words and senti-

ments. Agreeing with them entirely and unable to improve 

upon them, I repeat them here. I have tried to convey some-

thing of my intellectual debt, as well as providing a resource 

for further reading, in the bibliographic essay. 

 Completing this book required reading far beyond 

the boundaries of my own areas of expertise. I benefi ted 

immensely from the generosity of many individuals who read 

the manuscript at various stages and supported me through-

out. Their suggestions of other works I should read and com-

ments on parts of the work that most closely touched on 

their own fi elds of study broadened my fi eld of vision. It is 

with deep pleasure that I acknowledge all those who gave so 

generously of their time and knowledge. Margot Canaday, 

Kirsten Fischer, Linda Kerber, Erika Lee, Jeff Ostler, and 

Peggy Pascoe all read the fi rst long version of what ulti-

mately became (in a dramatically shortened version) the 

CHLA essay. Their generosity in volunteering to read kept 

me going; their comments made both the essay and the book 

far better. It was Kirsten, Erika, and Linda who indepen-

dently each suggested that they thought this was a book, 

not just an essay. I thank them for their specifi c comments 

on the manuscript, but also for fi rst seeing that this might 

be a book and then supporting me in the additional years of 

work that endeavor required. Peggy’s thoughtful comments, 

as always, fi lled many single-spaced pages. Jeff’s reading was 

absolutely crucial for his expertise in Native American his-

tory. Next to Chris and Mike, Margot Canaday read more 

drafts of the book than anyone. Her generosity in offering 

to read again and again and the fresh eye and important 

critiques she brought to every reading both meant a great 

deal to me and have made this a better book. The students in 

my U.S. Women’s Legal History course at the University of 

Minnesota enthusiastically read an early draft of the book; 
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their reading was key in helping me see the book through 

undergraduates’ eyes. Conversations about the project with 

Susan Rugh while paddling in the BWCAW improved both 

the book and my quality of life. 

 Additional readers came later, including Josh Barkan 

whose careful reading among other things pushed me to 

clarify the relationship between legal personhood and citi-

zenship; the members of the Women, Law, and Public Policy 

Reading Group at the University of Minnesota (including 

Liz Boyle, Carolyn Chalmers, Carol Chomsky, Sally Kenney, 

and Mary Lay Schuster); and, Kathleen Neils Conzen, 

Hendrik Hartog, Laura Weinrib, Rebecca Rix, Jonathan 

Levy, and Nate Holdren. Kathy Conzen’s thoughtful read-

ing of the penultimate draft pushed me to tackle the manu-

script as a whole one more time, gave me the confi dence that 

I had it in me to address her hard questions, and encouraged 

me to consider the relevance of the borders of belonging 

beyond the long nineteenth century United States. Dirk not 

only offered thoughtful comments of his own, but also gen-

erously made space for  Law and the Borders of Belonging  

in his graduate readings seminar at Princeton, as did Linda 

Kerber in her graduate class at the University of Iowa. I 

appreciated the seriousness with which both groups of stu-

dents engaged the manuscript. Their questions helped me 

bring fresh eyes to the fi nal set of revisions. Rebecca Rix 

and Jon Levy both took part in the discussion at Princeton 

and engaged in extended email conversations afterwards 

that were very productive. Laura Weinrib, whose juggling 

of graduate school and motherhood I understand only too 

well, nonetheless carved out time to carefully read and share 

a long, helpful set of comments. Nate Holdren’s close read-

ing of and thoughtful comments on the manuscript just as it 

was about to go to press captures the wonderful mutuality 

that I have found in graduate teaching at the University of 

Minnesota. I look forward to returning the favor as he com-

pletes work on his dissertation. 

 Books depend not only on generous colleagues, but also 

on presses, editors, and reviewers. I am delighted to have 
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Cambridge University Press, edited by Michael Grossberg 
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the book for Cambridge University Press. I am grateful to all 

of them. Publishing has changed dramatically in the decade 

since Cambridge published my fi rst book in 2001. It is now, 

like so much else, a largely global electronic enterprise. I 

appreciate having had as my guides in this new world Eric 

Crahan, Editor, History & Politics; Emily Spangler, Senior 

Editorial Assistant, History & Politics; Marielle Poss, Senior 

Production Controller; the team at Newgen Imaging Systems, 

Chennai, India; Robert Swanson and Gerald McLenahan in 

navigating Cambridge’s distinctive indexing system; and in 

copyediting the manuscript, Sue Spiegel. 

 I am also grateful to Suzanne Thorpe and the library staff 

more generally at the University of Minnesota Law School 

for their assistance in gathering various legal materials and to 

the work that Jeff Manuel spent on important details in the 

fi nal version of the manuscript. 

 I have saved to the end my family, but of course, they’ve 

been with me throughout this project. My children, Wilder 

and Frances, were born, developed into people of their own, 

and began school over the course of my work on my disser-

tation and fi rst book. With this one, they have passed from 

boy- and girlhood, through their teenage years, high school, 

one successful launch into college and another just a year 

away. This makes me sound awfully slow, and I suppose I 

am. Children take time and what a joy that time has been. 
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